US$719,000
of Fairmined Premium paid in 2017

A summary of the projects
how the premium was invested in
the different certified mines
Xamodx

• Built guards and fences for processing plants.

• Built three residential areas with bathrooms and an area for waste management.

• Medical check-ups and laboratory tests for 151 members.

• 137 members of the Xamodx NGO were affiliated to the health system.

• Provided training on legal regulations of artisanal and small-scale mining, gender equality and mine rescue for 86 members.

• Supported economically the environmental development of the region.
- Built a **kitchen-dining room** at the mining site to offer an adequate area for workers.

- Purchased and installed a Raschel mesh in the elementary school in the community of Ananea. The objective of this investment was **to provide children with a safe environment and protection** from harmful sunrays. The Peruvian high plateau is one of the 10 places in the world with the highest solar radiation.

- Paid the cost of the **audit** for the renewal of the Fairmined Certification for the first year.
• **Improved the road** which benefits the communities of El Cedro, Damitas, Buenos Aires and San Luis.

• Acquired a **property for a plant project** of crushed and sterile handling.

• Hired professionals to promote a **workplace safety management system**, the management of legal and administrative consulting and the implementation of an environmental management plan.

• Organized **trainings** for workers regarding the following topics: first aid, mine rescue and the use of explosives.

• Supported sportsmen workers to **participate in the Olympics** in Paipa.

• **Purchased chairs and shirts** for the cooperative.

• Offered **financial support** to people in the community who were ill or were affected by the death of a family member.

• Supported the **purchase of a lot** for the construction of a home shelter for the Amor y Vida Social Foundation for children with special educational needs.

• Supported the **renovation of a wall** in the community.

• Organized the **end of the year celebration**, children's day and school graduations in the community.
Purchased a **compressor** which will increase its work and production capacity.

- Improved the **unloading area and roads**.

- Purchased **sign-postings to be placed at the mines** (80 signaling kits with 33 signals each).

- Financed **20 first aid kits** (stretcher, first aid kit and fire extinguisher).

- Construction of the Mina Cisne cable car with resources from ARM, Fairmined and associates.

- Supported workers so that they could **improve their homes**.

- Purchased **200 self-rescuers**.

- Support was given to the areas of the community that live in situations of more vulnerability and to miners suffering from serious health disorders. They were given assistance in shopping, equipment, bonuses, medicines, coverage of diagnostic tests and transfers.

The Macdesa premium report is still being development at the time of writing the Annual Report, and the 15 de Agosto and Yani organizations have not yet invested their Fairmined Premium.